E-VIEW GLOBAL (P) LIMITED
Head Office and Mailing address:Plot no. SM-231,M.T. Sagar Indl. Estate, Gokul Road, Hubballi, 580030, Dharawad,
Karnataka. Micro Unit(SME)registration No: 29A09210A824. Pan No:AACCE5889N. Tin No: 29140655073.Service Tax no.
AACCE5889NSD001. Cont.No. +918792182631 CIN : U72300KA2010PTC075989

Our product is 100% customized and made to order. For designing and quoting prices we need to know following details of
the area:- PL name each shed and provide details of each in separate sheets. PL give location address to check daylight
factor. Pl

mention meters or feet clearly.

1.

Length.

2.

Width

3.

a)Maximum and

Maximum Height 3a

b) minimum height
4.

In case of False ceiling we need to know

a.

5.

False Ceiling 4a

Minimum height 3b

Floor to False ceiling height

Type of roof Metal, Asbestos to RCC. In case of Sandwich roof or puff insulation pl mention.
•

We do not undertake core cutting in case of RCC. We provide the drawing for making the curb where we place the
units.

6.

Roof type, like flat, Conventional shed (reverse V) Dome shape, North light etc. Pl provide the dimentions shown by

arrow. PL mention clearly with or without puff insulation etc to design accordingly. Provide additional information
separately for clarity.
Flat roof
7.

conventional roof
Reverse V

Dome Shape
North Light roof.

Floor layout in case you have machined, racks in WH etc to place lights accordingly.

8. Purlin gap.
9. Beam to beam / column to column gap.
10. Number of beams or column in the shed.
11. Lux level required.
12. Current Lux Level with and without light.
13. Number of electrical fittings and wattages. If not existing than the plan of the same.
14. Power cost per unit.
***** 11 to 14 details required to give you a payback*********

• For Side wall advisable to fix ‘Cool Light Louver Panel’.
•

SkyPipe cannot be installed in a multi storey building.
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